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Nature on screen: The implications of visual media for human–nature relationships
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We employ broad-brush definitions of ‘nature’ and ‘visual media’.
‘Nature’ here refers primarily to the biophysical world and does not

Amid biodiversity and climate crises, the way we encounter and

necessarily exclude humans. Articles in the special feature include

communicate about the natural world is changing. Increased tech-

depictions of (more-or-less realistic) animals, landscapes, ecological

nological capability, accessibility and connectivity have enabled a

processes and environmental histories. ‘Visual media’ can refer to all

proliferation of content, platforms and consumption of digital visual

kinds of visual culture including art, photography and digital imagery.

media. Even as environmental and conservation scientists have—

Many forms of media are also more than just visual, involving other

perhaps belatedly—begun investigating how ‘traditional’ forms of

senses such as hearing and, increasingly, touch (Mitchell, 2005), but

digital visual media (e.g. movies, television) affect the thoughts and

the dominance of screens and power of imagery makes visual media

actions of their audiences (Fernández-Bellon & Kane, 2020; Fukano

a central component of an increasingly digital world. This special

et al., 2020; Silk et al., 2018; Veríssimo et al., 2020), emerging tech-

feature consequently focuses on ‘nature on screen’, that is, as repre-

nologies such as augmented (Dunn et al., 2021) and virtual reality

sented through digital visual media, including television programmes

(Blythe et al., 2021) are enabling both the projection of digital phe-

and movies, video games, virtual reality and image-oriented social

nomena into actual landscapes and the immersion of users in virtual

media (e.g. YouTube, Instagram)—see Table 1 for a typology.

ones.
This ‘Nature on Screen’ special feature draws attention to new
research and perspectives around two key questions. First, how and
why is ‘nature on screen’ produced, by whom and for whom? Second,
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how does digital visual media both reflect and inform people's relations with the natural world? We take a holistic approach to exam-

We provide an overview of the processes through which visual

ining the role of visual media in human–nature relations, considering

media can influence human–nature interactions (Figure 1), following

not only the consumption and impact of content but also its concep-

a narrative from the initial production of content, through consump-

tion, development and production.

tion of and engagement with different forms of digital visual media,
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J Typology of digital visual media formats, with
examples of content types and research investigating digital visual
media and human–nature relationships
oul-|

Examples

Relevant research

and techniques are used for creation and dissemination?; who is
responsible for representing nature, and to what end(s)?; and what
wider socio-economic and cultural factors shape these depictions?
Insights into the technicalities of image-making are an increas-

Static
image

Digital photographs,
graphics, memes

Arts et al. (2021), Conti and
Heldt Cassel (2020) and
Tenkanen et al. (2017)

ingly conspicuous aspect of producing nature programmes, for ex-

Short-form
video

TikTok, YouTube,
music videos

Freund et al. (2021), Blythe
et al. (2021), Thomas
et al. (2021) and Hautea
et al. (2021)

often feature technological innovations designed to capture unpre-

Long-form
video

Documentaries,
movies

Aitchison et al. (2021), Boissat
et al. (2021), Carpentier
et al. (2021), McCormack
et al. (2021) and Somerville
et al. (2021)

Live video

Webcams, live
streams

Jarratt (2021) and Verma
et al. (2015)

Digital
game

Console/PC games,
mobile games

Crowley et al. (2021), Dunn
et al. (2021), Fisher
et al. (2021), Fletcher (2017)
and Truong et al. (2018)

Other app

ID guides, wildlife
recording,
educational apps

Altrudi (2021), Santori
et al. (2021) and Verma
et al. (2015)

ample with supplementary segments showing audiences how the
material for nature documentaries is captured (Louson, 2021). These
dictable or less visible wildlife, film in inaccessible terrains and extreme weather (e.g. motion-detecting cameras, macro photography,
stabilisers), or generate content for mass consumption and instant
circulation (e.g. web-cameras and live streams). Traditional wildlife
films have tended to instruct a detached, non-
intrusive ‘viewership’ underpinned by (and upholding) a human–nature divide, even
for those behind the camera (Aitchison et al., 2021). This may explain why tensions can emerge when producers of visual nature intervene—or do not—to help wildlife in distress (as in a recent case:
Mohdin, 2018). There are also material implications and tangible
environmental impacts of digital media production, such as the creation of e-waste (Maffey et al., 2015). Aitchison et al. (2021) discuss,
from a practitioner's perspective, some of these environmental tensions and challenges, and provide some suggestions as to how researchers and filmmakers might collaborate to address them.
The aims of formal productions (e.g. wildlife documentaries) in-

to how content can impact human–nature interactions. Throughout,

clude education, raising support for conservation and generating

we consider how researchers might best study these processes,

profit. These may not be mutually exclusive and might best be un-

using examples from this special issue and further afield to illustrate

derstood by considering both the creators and contexts of produc-

key ideas and approaches.

tion. While wildlife filmmaking has been written about extensively
(e.g. Blewitt, 2010; Burt, 2002; Cottle, 2004), nature documentaries
are not a homogeneous category. There are, for example, standard
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productions and ‘blue-chip’ high-value productions with mass global
appeal, characterised by spectacular nature imagery (Bousé, 2000;

The visualisation of nature is facilitated by increasingly sophisti-

Louson, 2018). Financial backing, organisational structures (e.g.

cated techniques of observation, and contextualised by changing

commissioning bodies) and target viewership all shape producers'

ideas around human–nature relationships. What happens ‘behind

choices of narrative framing and what to include. While affective

the scenes’ can be conceptualised in terms of ‘production ecologies’

storytelling and arresting aesthetics remain central (Somerville

(Cottle, 2004), provoking questions such as what tools, technologies

et al., 2021), motivations for choice of narrative techniques are

& ! J An illustration of the
process by which visual media impacts
human–nature interactions. Visual
media is produced in various forms with
different purposes in mind (Section 2.1).
It is then consumed by an audience that
may be engaged with the content and
encourage consumption by peers in
their social network (Section 2.2). The
knowledge, attitude or behaviour of all
those who interact with the content
(directly or indirectly) could then be
changed, potentially impacting human–
nature interactions (Section 2.3)

